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As one of the UK’s largest warranty providers we come across our fair share of

technical queries and have noticed certain trends in our common claims.

Our expert technical team have put together the following articles to help you

avoid potential pitfalls from the outset of your build.

From answering your frequently asked questions around overheating in

dwellings, to helping you understand the potential issues when it comes to

render failure and movement in concrete bricks – and from discussing the 

importance of underground waterproofing, to how to ensure that your floor

protection is adequately installed – we cover a wide range of technical issues

throughout this eBook. 

Lastly, we look at the advantages of using a sole provider for both your 

structural warranty and building control. 

Premier Guarantee place technical accuracy and quality at the forefront of

everything that we do. If you have any technical queries then please get in

touch with our technical team, call 08444 120 888.

A TECHNICAL GUIDE
HOW TO AVOID POTENTIAL 
PITFALLS FROM THE OUTSET



FAQS – OVERHEATING RISKS TO DWELLINGS

Over that past twelve months there has been a significant increase of dispute resolution service notifications

due to overheating of dwellings and in some common stairs. There are a number of factors which contribute

to overheating and as energy efficient building materials are more commonly used its installation can have an

impact on these. 

HOW DO BUILDINGS OVERHEAT?
There are a number of factors or gains that cause overheating, these are: solar gains, internal gains and 

thermal mas.

WHAT ARE SOLAR GAINS?
This is an increase in temperature in a space, object or structure from the sun. This is usually more of an

issue on south facing facades.

WHAT ARE INTERNAL GAINS?
This is heat emitted from a source which is controlled by air conditioning or ventilation and results in an 

increase in temperature of the surrounding space. Examples of this is waste heat from cooking, central 

heating pipes hot water pipes, human activity.

WHAT IS THERMAL MASS?
It is the ability of a material to absorb and store heat. There are two types:

• High, such as stone where the wall will absorb heat during the day and release at night

• Low, such as timber frame or light gauge construction where the building will allow solar energy to 

pass through the construction, the gain on low thermal mass buildings will normally be when the sun 

is at its brightest.

HOW DO DWELLINGS USUALLY MEET COMPLIANCE?
The most effective method to prevent overheating is to have full cross ventilation in the dwelling i.e. windows

on opposite sides of a house that can be fully opened, however practically this may not always be achievable.



• Shades and Blind: Where shades and blinds are specified in the SAP calculations, they should be installed

on site at completion as they perform as part of the controlled work under Building Regulations.

• Overhangs: These can include brise soleil, or solid canopies and the more they project from the building,

the more shading they provide

• Solar reflective glass: Glazing has various coatings that can provide some protection against solar gain,

simply the darker the glass, the more resistant to gain, there are other films than can be added that provide

further resistance.

WHAT IF DWELLINGS DO NOT HAVE WINDOWS THAT OPEN?
This can pose more of a problem as the solar gain can be reliant only on the mechanical ventilation 

system; there are formulas in SAP 2012 which are used to determine the overheating risk by using whole

house ventilation alone without any windows that open.

WHERE TO FIND GUIDANCE ON COMPLIANCE?
Overheating is measured in accordance with L1a of the Building Regulations. Advice on what causes 

overheating and what can be done to achieve compliance can be found in Government’s Standard 

Assessment Procedure for Energy Rating of Dwellings, SAP 2012.

WHAT ARE THE BUILDINGS THAT POSE THE GREATEST RISK?
Any dwelling which has a large amount of glazing on the south elevation is at risk; however to further 

elaborate the most risky buildings are those that are single sided with whole house ventilation systems.

HOW CAN YOU MITIGATE RISK?
Firstly ensure that the SAP calculation is adhered to, where the calculations specify blinds or canopies,

please make sure they are installed on site and correctly where the building has a mechanical ventilation 

system as the only ventilation method, the system should match the specification.

DOES OVERHEATING APPLY TO EXISTING BUILDINGS?
No, it only applies to new dwellings.



COMMON CLAIMS – RENDER FAILURE

TYPE OF CLAIM: 
Render is a popular solution to improve aesthetics or provide weather protection to a property but we get 

approximately 20 claims a year complaining of render failure.

HOW DOES THIS DEFECT OCCUR?
This defect can occur:

• If there is a lack of movement allowance

• Incorrect mixing

• Inadequate thickness

• Wrong mix for the underlying surface

IMPLICATIONS OF THIS TYPE OF DEFECT: 
Issues range from cracking and de-bonding, which only gets worse as water gets in behind the render 

and becomes trapped. Others include complete detachment and/or water ingress through poor detailing or

inadequate thickness or type of mix.

HOW CAN THIS BE AVOIDED FROM THE OUTSET? 
The main issue is selecting the correct render for the application, then ensuring detailing is correct. Some

render systems fail due to poor weatherproofing at tops of walls, or around the opening and the base of

walls, so it’s important that the other systems in place are correctly installed such as wall capping, parapet,

roof covering and lead work. The render should be considered at design stage and the amount of exposure,

type of construction and movement should be reviewed.



WHAT ARE THE EARLY SIGNS OF THIS DEFECT?
Hairline cracking, and localised discolouration on the render surface. You can also look out for a hollow

sound when tapped.

CAN THIS BE PREVENTED FROM WORSENING?
Unfortunately if it’s showing signs of failure then occasionally a patch can work but otherwise the only real

solution is to start again.

ESTIMATED COSTS OF THIS TYPE OF CLAIM: £££ 
(KEY; LOW £ - £££ HIGH)
This type of claim can be costly as it usually involves stripping off render and re-applying, in some cases 

additional work will be required to the rest of the weatherproof envelope.

HOW CAN YOU LEARN FROM THIS?
It’s important to understand that rendering is increasingly becoming a specialist job and not something 

anyone can do. To ensure your render is adequate we would advise you thoroughly consider it at design

stage and employ someone with experience to do it.

ACCOUNTING FOR MOVEMENT IN BRICKS

A huff and a puff may not have been able to move the house made of bricks, but unfortunately in the real

world there may be more movement in your brick built properties than you may think. Premier Guarantee

Technical Standards Manager, John Gilbert, highlights the measures you can take to account for movement

of concrete bricks in your projects. 

All building materials move in one way or another, either from drying shrinkage, moisture movement (absorption

and drying out), thermal effects or structural movement. Concrete bricks are not unique in this respect. 



TYPES OF MOVEMENT 
Movement in a structure can arise from the effects of:     

• Thermal influences

• Shrinkage and moisture movement characteristics of the external masonry

• Changes in the orientation or shape of a building

• Site practice

• Type and grade of mortar

• Incorrect storage and protection of materials 

The tendency for all concrete products is to shrink slightly over time and when drying out, although they 

may revert back to near their original size when subject to moisture. Like all materials they are also subject to

thermal movement. Consequently the location of movement joints is to define the most appropriate position

to accommodate this movement whilst considering the aesthetic, practical and structural factors. 

SHRINKAGE
Concrete shrinkage is due primarily to the shrinkage of the hardened cement paste. The type and amount of

aggregate can affect the amount of shrinkage in a concrete bricks performance. 

• Sandstone Aggregate: Typical 1 year shrinkage @ 0.116%

• Granite Aggregate: Typical 1 year shrinkage @ 0.047%

• Limestone Aggregate: Typical 1 year shrinkage @ 0.032% 

With the high differential of movement between the various available raw materials used in concrete brick

manufacture it is imperative that the design for movement in a wall panel is specific to the shrinkage capacity

of the concrete brick used and the requirements of the manufacture should be followed. In all cases site 

specific advice should be obtained from the manufacture before work begins.

MATERIALS
Concrete bricks must display a CE marking. The use of non CE concrete bricks must be referred back to the

technical services team for consideration. 

Concrete bricks must be adequately cured before delivery to site. Excess moisture introduced into the brick

will result in a higher shrinkage rate. Bricks must be kept dry whilst storing on site and stacking out. Bricks

should not be wetted before laying and incomplete brickwork should be protected from the rain and snow as

this will minimise the risk of shrinkage and efflorescence leaching from around the mortar joints. 

THERMAL MOVEMENT
South facing walls, particularly those built of dark coloured bricks, are more susceptible to thermal movement

than other elevations. Whereas a simple contraction joint may suffice in more sheltered elevations, joints for

southern facing elevations should have movement joints which are capable of responding to both expansion

and contraction. 

 



MORTAR
The mortar should be suitable for use and the specific strength of the mortar used on site should be accounted

for in the design. Stronger mortars have higher shrinkage values and care should be taken to ensure the correct

grade of mortar is specified and used. An M4 mortar generally most appropriate, however due to safety factors

incorporated by mortar suppliers the onsite M4 mix has the potential to have an increased strength. The mortar

manufacturers supply documents must verify that the mortar is an M4 quality (or whichever is required for the

specific situation) and ensure the mortar mix is not a stronger mix due to safety factors. 

DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
In certain instances different masonry materials may be combined within the same elevations. In the case of

clay bricks, which have expansive properties, and concrete bricks, which may shrink slightly, it is important

to make provision for this differential movement.

Where for example a clay brick is used up to dpc level and a concrete brick built as the superstructure, then

the dpc itself may act as a slip plane and allow the differential movement to occur. This can be dependent on

the dead load on the dpc and a structural Engineer’s advice should be sought. In all cases provision should

be made to ensure structural stability.

If two dissimilar materials are mixed on one elevation then slip planes should be introduced or bed joint 

reinforcement incorporated to dissipate the areas of tensile stress. Again, a structural engineer’s advice

should be sought and provision must be made to ensure that structural stability is not compromised. 

POSITION OF MOVEMENT JOINTS
External wall leafs of concrete brickwork should be designed as a series of panels separated by movement

joints to control contraction. The degree of movement is dependent upon unit type and, as a rule; vertical

joints to accommodate horizontal movement should be provided at intervals of 6m. The ratio of length to

height of the panels should generally not exceed 3:1 (BS 5628).

The superstructure should be viewed as a series of panels (figure 1). For example in elevations where 

window openings are wide in comparison to their height leaving long low areas of masonry such as fig 1

panel 1 and 2, or where those types of openings are stacked above each other, this may result in the brick

panels in between the windows being less than 6m metres but exceeding the 3:1 ratio. In these instances 

inclusion of vertical joints in line with the jambs may need to be considered, or alternatively bed joint 

reinforcement introduced to dissipate the stresses within the panel (figure 2).

Particular care should be taken with openings greater than 1.5m in width especially where they are placed 

directly above each other. In this case the panel may not exceed 6m or the 3:1 ratio but can be subject to

stresses from the larger areas of brickwork adjacent to the openings. In these cases bed joint reinforcing should

be introduced above and below the openings (fig 2 and 3). The bed joint reinforcement should generally extend

600mm past the openings and must not extend through any movement joint. Care must be taken to ensure

the bed reinforcement is installed in the correct brick courses as per the brick manufactures recommendations.

The reinforcement should be of the ladder/lattice type as opposed to the expanded mesh version.

Whilst this bed joint reinforcement will assist in the prevention of potential cracking it is not a complete 

alternative to movement joints and these should still be provided at the appropriate locations.
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COMMON CLAIMS – UNDERGROUND WATERPROOFING

Underground waterproofing resulted in one of our top ten claims, in terms of cost, between 2010 and 2013.

The main reasons for water ingress in underground rooms, including accommodation, store rooms and 

car parks, was not because the product had failed but because the design was unsuitable with the wrong

products specified and the installation of the waterproofing system being poor in quality.

Note: 

• Always use a waterproofing specialist

• Ensure a continuity between waterproofing and other building elements

• Make sure the drainage has been carefully thought through

We have picked out the most common issues occurring from bad design, use of materials and workmanship.

DESIGN
A lot of the time we realised that no one took responsibility for the waterproofing. Or in some cases, a member

of the design team would choose a water proofing product but it would then be left to a member of the site

team to install. In this case, the site team could be seen to try their best to install, but without real knowledge

or understanding of the products, they were applied incorrectly.

MATERIALS
There are also some common but simple errors that destroy an otherwise good approach; an example being

water proof concrete, this can work reasonably well in the right ground conditions, but any hairline, shrinkage

cracking leads to leaks, so it must be correctly specified. However, the biggest problem is where joints are

formed, penetrations by columns exist and best of all where services are later drilled through providing a

route for water ingress.

WORKMANSHIP
In one claims case the waterproofing was correct, the drainage was almost correct, but the membrane 

finished about 400mm below finished ground level and the system was simply inundated with surface run-off

water. Eventually, the drainage couldn’t cope, the system was overwhelmed and the accommodation filled

with water – literally! 

Another common issue is the lack of consideration to

the construction. Free lime can block cavity drainage

membranes particularly where no access for maintenance

is provided. Ground water running through, across or

over concrete can lead to significant build up of free lime

and it can be very difficult to remedy.

What you can see beneath the black cavity drainage

membrane is compacted free lime! 

EXPERT ADVICE
Although it might seem obvious, to avoid problems with

your waterproofing we would always suggest proper 

investigation, good design and workmanship by the

right people.



ALWAYS FOLLOW BS 8102
Always follow the guidance in the British Standard, in this case BS 8102. As the first warranty provider to in-

sist on a Certified Surveyor in Structural Waterproofing (CSSW), we realised the importance of having an ex-

pert as part of the design and site team as recommended in the British Standard. We have also enhanced

our Technical Manual and provided specific requirements, and guidance on how to achieve appropriate lev-

els of waterproofing.

COMMON CLAIMS – INADEQUATE FLOOR PROTECTION

TYPE OF CLAIM:
Inadequate floor protection, design and consideration of adjacent levels particularly external pathways.

IMPLICATIONS OF THIS TYPE OF DEFECT:
A complete design change is often required with this type of claim, it is more than likely that the property will

need to be emptied and all internal furnishings and fittings removed from the walls which is very unpleasant

for the new homeowner.

HOW DOES THIS DEFECT OCCUR?
Timber floor joists specified, or as in one claim of this type,

engineered timber joists – on wall plates but with either 

finished level at or below external ground level, this means

the subfloor is some way beneath external ground level

and there is a complete lack of ventilation, although this is

almost academic.

HOW CAN THIS BE AVOIDED FROM THE OUTSET?
We understand the reasons for specifying a timber suspended floor, but where the levels are such that the

finished floor needs to be at or below external ground level, it simply isn’t the correct floor type for that 

situation. Either a block and beam floor, although this will still require ventilation of some kind with a sump 

or confirmation of free draining ground to significant depth below the plot together with external landscape

drainage, or a concrete solid floor (preferable) but again if below external ground level, a full waterproofing

application may be needed.

CAN THIS BE PREVENTED FROM WORSENING?
Simply put, no. There is very little that can be done to mitigate the issues that arise, however free draining

ground beneath the plot may have helped and perimeter drainage ensuring no surface water run-off could

enter the sub-floor, however the real answer is timber floors at or below external ground floor are wrong.

WHAT ARE THE EARLY SIGNS OF THIS DEFECT?
Initial signs are damp and mould growth, with issues arising around support of the floor, usually sponginess

then ultimately failure, the decking usually deteriorates first then the structure.

HOW CAN YOU LEARN FROM THIS?
Check the levels and specification for ground floor, check the ground conditions and consider access 

requirements.

ESTIMATED COSTS OF THIS TYPE OF CLAIM: £££ 
(KEY; LOW £ - £££ HIGH)

FURTHER INFORMATION:
Please refer to Chapters 4 and Chapter 5 of our Technical Manual for further guidance.

http://www.premierguarantee.co.uk/download-the-technical-manual-v12/


YOUR STRUCTURAL WARRANTY AND BUILDING CONTROL 
UNDER ONE ROOF…

A COMBINED APPROACH REDUCES TIME AND COSTS.
No one wants to over complicate things, including us! So that’s why our Building Control service has been

modelled to work in collaboration with our warranty schemes, streamlining the entire process to save you

both time and money on your residential, mixed-use or self-build projects. Sounds simple enough, here’s

how it works…

HOW DOES IT WORK?
On registering your site with us for our combined service, you will be assigned a dedicated Risk Management

Surveyor who will be primarily responsible for both your Warranty and Building Control inspections. We have a

dedicated Design Review Team who can offer their support in ensuring your schemes meet the Regulations.

Our design reviews support the Surveyor team who will work with your site management team in their aim to

bring your scheme to a satisfactory conclusion.

“Premier Guarantee offer us an efficient solution which has kept us under budget for warranty 

and building control. Their inspector’s knowledge and ability helps us overcome difficult details. 

We respect and enjoy working with the surveyors and overall find them very professional.”

Berkeley Homes, Kidbrooke Village, Phase 4

If you need greater support for larger or more complex builds, we can give you additional guidance and 

resource via our Surveyor network and in-house team.

CONSULTANCY BASED SERVICE
From design stages to completion, your Surveyor or project team will support you through the build process

using our tested risk management approach that will not only reduce the risk of costly defects but help you

comply with Building Regulations.

In addition, you will be able to:

• Use our free Initial Notice submission and potentially save money

• Adapt the inspection plan to the needs of your site through our tailored regime

• Advise on methods of compliance with our plan checking service

• Save time by electronically submitting drawings and project information

As registered Approved Inspectors, Premier Guarantee is able to offer you expert guidance on achieving

compliance with the Building Regulations, both during the design and construction phases. Clients using

combined Warranty and Building Control provision benefit from a combined design review covering both

areas therefore reducing potential conflicts of interpretation between separate professionals.

On major schemes, we are available to attend Design Team meetings to discuss principles of achieving our

requirements, thus facilitating your design process.

We work with you, not against you.



PEEKING
WHY NOT TAKE A PROPER LOOK

MD Insurance Services Ltd is the Scheme Administrator for the Premier Guarantee range of structural warranties.
MD Insurance Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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